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Nineteenth Day of the Second Session of the
Andhra Pradesh Legislative Assembly.

ANDHRA PRADESH LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Tuesday, the 29th August, 1978.

The House met at Half past Eight of the Clock.

(MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER IN THE CHAIR)

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE

Mr. Deputy Speaker:—The questions, 327, 328, 329 and 330
have been postponed, as the Chief Minister is not available here. He
has taken permission also....Now question No. 331.

J. No. 63. 1 (257)

*An asterisk before the name indicates confirmation by the
member.
Mr. Deputy Speaker:—We could have avoided the questions being printed in the list as such...it has been done earlier....

Sri P. Sundaraiah:—But they could reprint the questions.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:—There is a convention that the Minister can always take permission of the Speaker and get the question post-poned. When he has already sought the permission, it is not necessary to post-pone....

Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu :—Permission is for some urgent work. This is not the urgent work. It is political party's work. This is not the matter concerning the State. It is neither personal nor private work..

Mr. Dy. Speaker :—Whether it is urgent or not, he sought the permission of the Speaker..

Minister for Finance (Sri G. Raja Ram) :—Sir, in democracy parties do matter..

Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu :—Definitely Sir.. is Party work more important than the Assembly work?

Mr. Deputy Speaker :—If the request by the member is there, we can postpone the question. To-day we have such a situation here...

Q. Nos. 327, 328, 329 and 330 post-poned.
Mr. Deputy Speaker:—But will you be satisfied with that? But generally the members ask again and again the questions and raise so many points. But if you want that can be arranged in future. Suppose if the Minister is absent, in his place somebody-else will reply...It is also the convention...

Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu:—Sir, previously, we have seen the Excise Minister answering on behalf of the Chief Minister, The previous practice can be followed now also...

Mr. Deputy Speaker:—I am told that the member himself has made a request to postpone the question. The member, in whose name the question stands i.e., Mr. Eswar Reddy...is not here...

Sri Bhattam Sriramamurthy:—The member is present here. When the Member is present here, can he ask for postponement of the question? This is the point of order I am raising. Not for the convenience of the Minister, but when the member is present here, the question should be put and it should be answered. It is the property of the House...and it is not at the disposal of the member...

Sri G. Raja Ram:—How can anybody force the House Sir?

Mr. Deputy Speaker:—I am sorry Mr. Sriramamurthy, the member is not present in the House and that is why we are going to question 331...

ORAL ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS

Elimination of middlemen in arrack shops

331—

*1803 Q.—Sri M. Jagannadham:—Will the Minister for Excise be pleased to state:
(a) whether there is any proposal before the Government to eliminate Middlemen in a arrack shops;

(b) the reason why the sales of arrack is being entrusted to contractors when the Government have under taken the production and Distribution of the same; and

(c) whether there is any proposal before the Government to introduce the system of issuing licences by cancelling the auction system of arrack shops as was done in Maharashtra?

Mr. Deputy Speaker:—Next question, the Minister for Home..

Sri Bhattam Sriramamurthy:—He is not present in the House Sir?

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy (Kalwakurthy) :—Has he taken the permission of the Chairman Sir?

Sri Bhattam Sriramamurthy:—Is he absconding or is he abducted?

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy :—He should have been caught up in the curfew. Now the Home Minister has come Sir, He has just been released.
Supply of Addl. food items to the prisoners in Central Jail at Vizag.

14/4 Q.—Sri K. Govinda Rao (Anakapalli):—Will the Minister for Home be pleased to state:

(a) whether any extra items were served to the prisoners in the Central Jail at Vizakhapatnam in addition to their usual food to combat the heat wave during the summer of this year;

(b) if so, what are those additional items;

(c) whether this practice was implemented in the Central Jail in our State; and

(d) if not, the reasons therefor?

The Minister for Home (Shri M.M. Hashim):—(a) Yes, Sir. On medical advice.

1. Salt — 0.15 grms per head per day.
2. Lime — One per head per day.
3. Milk for conversion — 0.070 Ml. Ltrs., per head per day.

(c) It was implemented in Central Prison, Rajahmundry also, from 20-4-1978 to 14-6-1978.

(d) Extra items were not issued in Central Prisons, Hyderabad and Warangal, as there was no recommendation by the doctors.

Sri Bhattam Sriramamurthy:—What is the quantity usually given to the prisoners. What is the quantity that is advised by the Doctor. Is the Government aware that the quantity given by the Jail authorities is not sufficient to the prisoners?

Sri M. M. Hashim:—Sir, the details of all these, I will lay on the Table of the House.

Sri Bhattam Sriramamurthy:—Now, I could see how the Minister require assistance and advice of the Medical Officer. But now Sir, in a Port-town like Vizakhapatnam, if Government thinks it fit to given some special diet during the summer, how is it that in a town like Warangal, it is not necessary to have special medical assistance and advice. It is also necessary for that purpose.

Sri M. M. Hashim:—Sir, I will enquire into it and inform.
Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:—When citizens are in Jail, the health becomes the responsibility of the State. It is for the Home Minister to know that some people died in the summer, because of heat-wave on account of lack of medical facilities and lack of proper food item.

Sri M. M. Hashim;—I will examine this and do the needful.
Sri H. Satyanarayana (Adoni) :—Will this be also extended to the Sub-Jail prisoners. Because in the Sub-Jails the under-trail prisoners will be there for three to four months. During these months, is the Jail authority trying to extend these facilities to the under-trail prisoners also?

Sri M. M. Hashim :—I shall also try Sir,

Treating of S. I. of Police on par with the Deputy Tahsildars

*1670. Q.—Sarsari P. Jagannaitk, (Mulugu) B. Samniah, (Warangal West) Nallupareddi Sreenivasul Reddy (Venkatgiri) and B.R. Doraswamy Naidu (Kuppa):—Will the Minister for Home be pleased to state:

(a) whether there is any proposal to treat the Sub-Inspectors of Police in the Station par with the Deputy Tahsildars of Revenue Department regarding the scales of pay; and

(b) if so, when the proposal will materialise?

Sri M. M. Hashim :— (a) Yes, Sir. The proposal is before the Pay Revision Commissioner.

(b) The Pay Revision Commissioner is expected to give his report by the end of December, 1978. On receipt of the report, further action will be taken.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE

Re: L. A. Q.No. 334.

Sri P. Ganga Reddy :—Sir, with your permission, on behalf of the Minister for Revenue, ...

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy :—Sir, what are the reasons for the absence of the Revenue Minister in the House? There must be compelling reasons for the Minister to absent himself from the House and entrust the job to some body else. What are the compelling reasons and what are the circumstances under which the Minister was forced to absent himself from the House and handover the job to somebody else?

Mr. Deputy Speaker :— I fully share the anxiety of the Member.

Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu :— Even previously also we have seen, some important matters have come up, and the Minister has sought permission for being absent. Sir, it is the normal right of a Member or a Minister to seek permission of the Chair for being absent when his business is there. Therefore, the Ministers have sought your permission to enable themselves to be absent because of particular reasons and the reasons cannot be disclosed always. It is not fair on the part of the Members to ask for reasons.

Mr Deputy Speaker :— Do you like me to postpone the question?

Sri B. Jai al Reddy :— How many Ministers are absent today?

Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu :— We see only 4 Ministers here out of 3. They have gone on a business which is unconnected with the Assembly or the State.

We are creating new precedents. Sir, it is the normal right of a Member or a Minister to seek permission of the Chair for being absent when his business is there. Therefore, the Ministers have sought your permission to enable themselves to be absent because of particular reasons and the reasons cannot be disclosed always. It is not fair on the part of the Members to ask for reasons.
Business of the House
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63-2
Mr. Deputy Speaker:—I am sorry. Any way I too realise the anxiety of the Members here. The Minister must see that they are present in the House, as far as possible.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: I have already given my decision. Why do you repeat the same thing.

Mr. Deputhy Speake: How can you say that

Mr. Deputy Speaker: I have already given my decision. Why do you repeat the same thing.
Removing of sand casted due to floods in Nellore Dist:

*308 Q.-Sri Nallapareddi Sreenivasul Reddi :- Will the Minister for Revenue be pleased to state:

(a) whether there is any proposal to provide subsidy for removing the sand in the fields which were sand casted due to floods in Nellore district in 1976 and due to tidal wave and floods in coastal Andhra in 1977; and

(b) if so, when will the proposal materialise?

1.4.2.5:—

Dr. K. O. 781. 8. 2. 3. (a) 1976. 4. 11. 6.
4. 100. 60. 600000. 11. 610.

4. 4. 4. (b) 1977.

Remove the sand casted due to floods in Nellore District.
270 10th Aug., 1976  

Oral Answers to Questions

1. ప్రస్తుతం (భాగస్వామి): ఈ ఆధారాన్ని 19 సంవత్సరాలతో చేయబడిన ప్రాథమికరంగా లభించింది. ఈ ప్రాథమిక సంస్థ కోసం సంస్థ చేసే ప్రాథమికరంగా సప్తాహ నాడు కట్టడానికి సఠికంంతాయి. దీనితో కూడా సంస్థ కోసం సంస్థ ప్రత్యేక సంస్థ చేసే ప్రాథమికరంగా వాటి కూడా లభించింది. ఈ ప్రాథమికరంగా సంస్థ కోసం సంస్థ చేసే ప్రాథమికరంగా సప్తాహ నాడు కట్టడానికి సఠికంంతాయి.

2. తమాషా (భాగస్వామి):—ఈ ప్రాథమిక సంస్థ కోసం సంస్థ ప్రత్యేక సంస్థ చేసే ప్రాథమికరంగా సప్తాహ నాడు కట్టడానికి సఠికంంతాయి. దీనితో కూడా సంస్థ కోసం సంస్థ చేసే ప్రాథమికరంగా వాటి కూడా లభించింది. ఈ ప్రాథమికరంగా సంస్థ కోసం సంస్థ చేసే ప్రాథమికరంగా సప్తాహ నాడు కట్టడానికి సఠికంంతాయి.

3. సాక్షి (భాగస్వామి):—1977 సంవత్సరంలో ఈ ప్రాథమిక సంస్థ కోసం సంస్థ చేసే ప్రాథమికరంగా సప్తాహ నాడు కట్టడానికి సఠికంంతాయి.

4. సాక్షి (భాగస్వామి):—1977 సంవత్సరంలో ఈ ప్రాథమిక సంస్థ కోసం సంస్థ చేసే ప్రాథమికరంగా సప్తాహ నాడు కట్టడానికి సఠికంంతాయి.

5. సాక్షి (భాగస్వామి):—1977 సంవత్సరంలో ఈ ప్రాథమిక సంస్థ కోసం సంస్థ చేసే ప్రాథమికరంగా సప్తాహ నాడు కట్టడానికి సఠికంంతాయి.
Sri P. Ganga Reddy:—Are they now able to getting the information or postponing the question? I am not able to understand.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:—If you want we can postpone the question.

Sri P. Ganga Reddy: If you want me to postpone, I have no objection. After taking so much time and raising so many questions..
Oral Answers to Questions
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Mr. Deputy Speaker: — If you have the information kindly furnish.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: — If he has information he will furnish otherwise it will be postponed.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: — We will postpone this question and let us go to the next question.

Non-applicability of Liberalised remission Rules to flood affected areas in Vizag District.

335—

* 1156 Q.—Sri K. Govinda Rao:—Will the Minister for Revenue be pleased to state:

(a) whether on the question of non-applicability of liberalised omission rules to flood affected areas of Visakhapatnam district.
representation from Sri K. Govindrao, M.L.A., had been received by the Government; and

(b) if so, the action taken thereon?

(i) S. K. Govindrao :—Sir, a representation from Sri K. Govindrao, M.L.A., has been received by the Government; and

(ii) S. K. Govindrao :—if so, the action taken thereon?

(iii) S. K. Govindrao :—if so, the action taken thereon?

(iv) S. K. Govindrao :—if so, the action taken thereon?

(v) S. K. Govindrao :—if so, the action taken thereon?

(vi) S. K. Govindrao :—if so, the action taken thereon?

(vii) S. K. Govindrao :—if so, the action taken thereon?

(viii) S. K. Govindrao :—if so, the action taken thereon?

(ix) S. K. Govindrao :—if so, the action taken thereon?

(x) S. K. Govindrao :—if so, the action taken thereon?

Construction of Flood Banks

336—

* 2-E-Q.—Sarvasri P. Srirama Murthy (Amadalavalasa and K.A.N. Bhukta (Harischandrapuram)—Will the Minister for Revenue be pleased to state:
(a) the number of times the floods have come: V N sadhara
an Nagavali from 1973-77:

(b) the number of villages affected:

(c) whether the people are aware that no flood banks have been used and much damage is caused to crops and

(d) whether the Government is taking any measures?

1973 and 1977

177 and 177

388 villages

(5) 1977, the number of villages affected, the area, the

(6) 1977, the number of villages affected, the area, the

(7) 1977, the number of villages affected, the area, the

(8) 1977, the number of villages affected, the area, the
Modernisation of Leather Tanneries

337—

*1348 Q.—Sri Bhattam Srirama Murthy :—Will the Minister for Commerce & Export Promotion, Sugar Industries and Small Industries be pleased to state:

(a) whether the Government are proposing to modernise Leather Tanneries in the state;

(b) whether the Government are proposing to enter into leather export trade with U. S. A. and Europe; and

(c) whether any tanneries are being helped in this matter so far?

(a) modernisation of leather tanneries in the state; modernisation of leather tanneries in the state;... (b) modernisation of leather tanneries in the state; modernisation of leather tanneries in the state;... (c) modernisation of leather tanneries in the state; modernisation of leather tanneries in the state;...

L. A. Q. No. 338—

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy ;—Where is the Labour Minister ? This House was misled in the beginning. We were given to understand that only Minister for Revenue is absent and even the Chair gave that impression that only the Revenue Minister is absent and other Ministers are dutifully present here. Has he taken your permission (the Minister for Labour) ?

Mr. Deputy Speaker :—Yes,
Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:—Under what circumstances and what are the reasons?

Mr. Deputy Speaker:—Let us know from the reply.

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:—We have seen the reply of Excise Minister for the Revenue Minister. Do you know how unsatisfactory it was?

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:—We have already the largest number of Ministers. It can be doubled.

Sri P. Ganga Reddy:—Thank you very much for your suggestion,

(laughter)

Extension of Labour Act to the workers in Fisheries Industries

340—

*S923 Q.—Sri Poola Subbaiah:—Will the Minister for Labour and Employment be pleased to state:

(a) whether the Government propose to extend the Labour Act to the employees working in the fisheries industry also

(b) if so, by which time; and

(c) if not, the reasons therefor?

The Minister for Roads & Buildings (Sri M. Manik Rao on behalf of Minister for Labour):—(a) Employees working in Fish/Prawns processing establishments are already covered by the Factories Act, 1948 and others related enactments. Likewise Fish Shops are covered by the Andhra Pradesh Shops and Establishment Act, 1966 and other related enactments.

(b) and (c) Does not arise.
Oral Answers to Questions. 29th August, 1978. 277

The Government of Andhra Pradesh has referred this to the Industrial Tribunal. Under Section 150—

The same thing is pending with the Industrial Tribunal Act. The Government has already taken action in this.

Collectons from the Lime Stone Mines in Palnad and Macherla, Taluks

341—

*464Q. Sri Ch. Rajeswara Rao: —Will the Minister for Mines be pleased to state:

(a) whether the Government have passed enactments for the collection of 25 paise per ton towards road cess fund and 50 per cent on the Royalty Fees towards Development of infrastructure facilities on the lime stone quarried and exported;

(b) if so, whether the said amounts collected from the Lime stone Mines situated in Palnad and Macherla taluks of Guntur district amount to lakhs of rupees every year; and

(c) whether the said amounts have been ear-marked separately and spent for road works and infrastructure facilities in the adjacent area of the said mines as per the objects of the said enactments?

Supply of Cane to Amritha Nagar Unit of Nizam Sugar Factory by Sugar Cane Growers of Challapalli

292—

* 414 Q.—Sri V. Sobhanadreswara Rao (Vuyyuru):— Will the Minister for Commerce Export Promotion. Sugar Industries Small Industries be pleased to state:
298 29th August, 1978. Oral Answers to Questions,

(a) whether it is a fact that the Amritha Nagar Unit of Nizam Sugar factory at Miryalaguda entered into an agreement with the Sugar Cane growers of Challapalli area for supply of cane for the working season 1977-78.

(b) if so, whether the conditions of agreement were fulfilled; and

(c) if not, the reasons therefore?

Setting up of Separate Directorate For S. S. I.

293

*798 Q.—Sri K. Govinda Rao (Anakapalli):—Will the Minister for Commerce Export Promotion Sugar Industries and Small Industries be pleased to state:

(a) whether the Government propose to set up a separate Directorate for Small Scale Industries in the state; and

(b) if so, the reasons therefore?

Closure of Sugar Factory At Sitanagaram

294

*1764 Q.—Sri K. V. Kurmi Naidu:—Will the Minister for Commerce, Export Promotion, Sugar Industries, & Small Industries be pleased to state:

(a) when the Sugar factory at Sitanagaram in Srikakulam district was closed;

(b) the number of labourers working in the said factory lost their livelihood thereby;
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(c) the number of families of ryots and agricultural families who have been affected due to closure of the factory:

(d) whether it is a fact that the Government is getting Rs. 20 lakhs as purchase tax and excise duties through this factory: and

(e) the reason why the government will not take-over the management of this factory?

(2) 12.3.1977 8.30 a.m. 9.30 a.m.

(c) number of families of ryots and agricultural families affected due to closure of the factory:

(d) whether it is a fact that the Government is getting Rs. 20 lakhs as purchase tax and excise duties through this factory: and

(e) the reason why the government will not take-over the management of this factory?
Short Notice Question and Answer

Wage Board Recommendations Relating to Cement Industry

341.—A.

S.N.Q. No. 2284-J ; Sri E. Ayyapu Reddy (panyam) :—Will the Minister for Labour and Employment be pleased to state:

(a) the recommendations made by the Wage Board relating to Cement Industry?

(b) From which date these recommendations have come into force?

(c) whether Government are aware of tactics adopted by the managements of cement industries to avoid the provisions of the recommendations of the Wage Board: and

(d) whether any action is taken by the Government to see whether these recommendations are implemented by the managements of the cement industries?

Sri M. Manik Rao :—(a) A summary of recommendations made by the Wage Board is pleased on the table of the House.

(b) 13th February, 1968.

(c) No, Sir,

(d) All managements of the cement industry had implemented the recommendations of the Wage Board.

Summary of Recommendations of the Wage Board for Cement Industry

Our recommendations will be extended to all those employees who are covered by the 1st Wage Board. We are, therefore, not repeating them here.

1. We recommend that the minimum total wage in the cement industry should be Rs. 164-60 minus Rs. 3 deducted towards amenities as against the existing total wages of Rs. 152-46 p.m. which includes Rs. 5-46 already recommended by this Board as interim relief on 8-2-1965. The above figures are calculated at All India Consumer Price Index-200 (Base 1949-100)

2. We have recommended a minimum House Rent Allowance of Rs. 13 pm as against Rs. 7-50 which is the existing minimum House Rent Allowance for all employees. We have also provided for a higher House Rent Allowance ranging from Rs. 15 to Rs 19-50 for other categories of employees.
3. All employees will receive guaranteed increases in their wages/salaries and the rates of guaranteed increases are from Rs 10 to Rs 12 (deeding on service) for E-Grade Operatives and Tally Checkers, Rs 12.50 to Rs 14.50 for D-Grade Operatives and I-Grade Staff, Rs 14.50 to Rs 17-50 for C and II Grades, Rs 17 to Rs 23 for B and III Grades, Rs 20 to Rs 24 for A and IV Grades, Rs 22-50 to Rs 26-50 for the V Grade, Rs 25 to Rs 29 for VI Grade Rs 27-50 to Rs 32-50 for VII Grade.

4. Dearness Allowance should continue to be linked to the All India Average Consumer Price Index for working class (base 1949-100). The Dearness Allowance should be adjusted each quarter based on the average of index figures of the 3 months of the last but one quarter preceding. The variation of the Dearness Allowance should be at the rate of 1.49 for every 2 points rise or fall in the average index. Extra Dearness Allowance should continue to be paid at the rate of 5% of the basic wage to the employees in grade D and at the rate of 10% of the basic wage to those in Grades C.B.A., Tally Checkers and I to VII. Higher Dearness Allowance enjoyed by the workers in Gujarat and Saurashtra regions should be discontinued. But the extra amount which these workers receive immediately before the date of implementation of these recommendations should be given to them separately as personal allowance which would be absorbed wholly or partly as the case may be in the basic wage/salary at the time of promotion to higher grades. For the new entrants in Saurashtra and Gujarat regions, the Dearness Allowance rates recommended by us will apply.

5. The existing number of grades for operatives and staff should continue.

6. Contract Labour will continue to be included within the scope of our recommendations. We endorse in all respects the recommendations of the first Wage Board on this subject.

7. Our recommendations apply to the workers employed in the service unit at Bombay of Digivijiya Cement Company.

8. There are no valid reasons for excluding the Cement Unit of Mysore Iron & Steel Company from the scope of our recommendations. Therefore, our recommendations apply to the workers of that Unit.

9. The Industry does not appear to have the capacity to bear the burden of wage increases recommended in this report. The Government may be pleased to consider this aspect.

10. Our recommendations will not extend to the new Cement Factories for a period of 18 months from the date of commencement of the production. During this period, they shall be required to pay 75% of the revised wages, Dearness Allowance etc., recommended by us.
Point of Information: re: Relief measures for the Cyclone Victims.

11. We are of the opinion that our recommendations should take effect from 1st April, 1967.
re: Relief measures for the Cyclone Victims

Dear Sir,

With reference to your letter dated 25th August, 1978, regarding relief measures for the victims of the recent cyclone, I am forwarding herewith a plan of action for the immediate relief.

1. The relief work will be carried out in three stages:
   a. Distribution of emergency rations
   b. Provision of potable water
   c. Medical aid

2. The distribution of emergency rations will start from tomorrow and continue for five days. Each beneficiary will receive
   a. 5 kg of rice
   b. 2 kg of wheat flour
   c. 5 litres of cooking oil
   d. 5 litres of water

3. A team of medical professionals will be deployed to conduct medical camps in the affected areas. The camps will be held
   a. From 10 am to 4 pm
   b. In all villages

4. Potable water will be supplied by the district administration. Eac
   a. 500 litres per family

5. The above measures will be implemented in coordination with the local administration.

Please acknowledge receipt of this letter.

Sincerely yours,

[Signature]

[Name and Position]

Matter under Rule 329:
re: Non-payment of large amounts to Sugarcane growers by the Co-operative Sugar Factories in Visakhapatnam.

Reg: Non-payment of large amounts to the sugar cane growers by the Cooperative Sugar Factories in Visakhapatnam District.

9-10 a.m.
Matters Under Rule 329  
Non-payment of large amounts to sugarcane growers by the Co-operative Sugarcane Factories in Visakhapatnam.
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**Matters Under Rules 314.**

Non-payment of large amount to Sugarcane growers by the Co-operative Sugar Factories in Visakhapatnam.

4.10 p.m.

(1) O. N. Parsuramanama:— Sugarcane, Biogam, Paddy, Sugarcane, etc., the factories are not paying. The factories are supposed to pay 22 days in advance of the delivery. The factories are not paying 15 to 20 days in advance. Even 15 to 20 days in advance they are paying. As per government order 65 days in advance they should get it. The factories are not paying.

(2) O. V. Mohanapriya:— The farmers have got 40,60 days in advance of the delivery. The factories are not paying even 15, 20 days in advance of the delivery. The factories are not paying in advance. The government order is that the factories should pay 40,60 days in advance. The factories are not paying even 15, 20 days in advance of the delivery.

re: Non-Payment of large amounts to Sugarcane growers by the Co-operative Sugarcane Factories in Visakhapatnam.

In recent times, the Co-operative Sugarcane Factories in Visakhapatnam have been found to have failed to pay large amounts to Sugarcane growers. It is understood that these factories have not been able to pay the dues amounts due to non-payment of large amounts to Sugarcane growers. The situation has caused severe financial distress to the growers.

For the year 1977-78, the following amounts have been paid:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Interest</td>
<td>24-80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Viscose Unit</td>
<td>25-54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Sugar Unit</td>
<td>29-92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Cane Juice</td>
<td>54-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Total (Visco + Cane Juice)</td>
<td>12-58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The total amount due to the growers for the year 1977-78 is estimated to be Rs. 85-00 crore. The factory management has been asked to pay Rs. 110-00 crore within 6 months from the date of this order. The factory management has been given until the end of 1977-78 to pay the amounts due. If they fail to do so, they will be penalized with Rs. 39 crore in addition to the amounts due for the year 1978-79.

Matters under Rule 329:

re: Non-payment of large amounts to Sugarcane growers by the Co-operative Sugar Factories in Visakhapatnam.

Non-payment of large amounts to Sugarcane growers by the Co-operative Sugar Factories in Visakhapatnam.

The Hon'ble Secretary:

Madhyamam, Co-operative Sugar Factories, Visakhapatnam.

Subject: Non-payment of large amounts to Sugarcane growers by the Co-operative Sugar Factories in Visakhapatnam.

Sir,

I am requested to draw your attention to the non-payment of large amounts to Sugarcane growers by the Co-operative Sugar Factories in Visakhapatnam.

The growers have not been paid adequately for the sugarcane they have supplied to the factories. In some cases, the growers have not been paid at all. The amount due to the growers ranges from Rs. 500 to Rs. 1500.

I am informed that the factories are unable to meet the financial requirements of the growers due to their inability to sell the sugar produced.

I request you to look into the matter and take necessary steps to ensure prompt payment to the growers.

Yours faithfully,

[Signature]

[Name]

[Position]
Matters under Rule 329  
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Matter Under Rule 329:
re: Non-payment of salaries to the staff of the Colleges of Bapiraju Dharma Samstha (W. G. Dist.).
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re: Non-Payment of salaries to the staff of the Colleges of Bapiraju Dharma Samstha (West Godavari District)

Non-payment of salaries to the staff of the Colleges of Bapiraju Dharma Samastha (W. G. Dist.).
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Matter sunder Rule 329 re: Non-payment of salaries to the staff of the Colleges of Bapiraju Dharma Samastha (W. G. Dist.).

[Text in Telugu]

10-00 a.m.

18th December

[Text in Telugu]
Matters under Rule 329:


Re: Non-payment of salaries to the staff of the Colleges of Bapiraju Dharma Samastha W. G. Dist.

16. The Executive Officer stated that the salary arrears of the staff in the colleges were pending. The officers were not being paid salary for the past few months. It was also pointed out that the staff were suffering due to the non-payment of salaries. It was suggested that the matter should be taken up with the authorities concerned. It was further stated that the students should be paid their fees.

Sir, I would like to mention that the salaries of the staff were not paid for a long time. The Executive Officer stated that the salaries were due for a long time. However, the officers were not being paid. The staff were suffering due to the non-payment of salaries. It was suggested that the matter should be taken up with the authorities concerned. It was further stated that the students should be paid their fees.

The meeting was called to order at 10 a.m. by the President. The Secretary read out the Agenda and proposed the following items for discussion:

1. Matters under Rule 329.

2. Non-payment of salaries to the staff of the Colleges of Bapiraju Dharma Samastha W. G. Dist.

The President then invited Mr. X to present the matter. Mr. X stated that the staff had not been paid their salaries for the past three months. He requested the meeting to take appropriate action to rectify the situation.

The Secretary then moved a resolution to the effect that the matter be referred to a special committee for further investigation and that the committee be empowered to take all necessary steps to ensure the payment of salaries.

The President seconded the resolution and the matter was passed unanimously.

The meeting then adjourned.

re: Non-payment of salaries to the staff of the Colleges of Bapiraju Dharma Samastha (W. G. Dist.).

The Hon'ble Government have received the following complaints:

1. Complaint No. 1
   - Date of Receipt: 1st September, 1978
   - Complainant: Staff
   - Issue: Non-payment of salaries
   - Details:
     - Staff members have not been paid their salaries for the past six months.
     - The college management has assured to rectify the situation immediately.

2. Complaint No. 2
   - Date of Receipt: 2nd September, 1978
   - Complainant: Staff
   - Issue: Non-payment of salaries
   - Details:
     - Staff members have not been paid their salaries for the past four months.
     - The college management has assured to rectify the situation immediately.

3. Complaint No. 3
   - Date of Receipt: 3rd September, 1978
   - Complainant: Staff
   - Issue: Non-payment of salaries
   - Details:
     - Staff members have not been paid their salaries for the past three months.
     - The college management has assured to rectify the situation immediately.

The Hon'ble Government have been informed that the college management has assured to rectify the situation immediately. The Hon'ble Government have instructed the college management to ensure that the salaries are paid to the staff within the next two weeks.

Matter under Rule 329

re: Non-payment of salaries to the staff of
the Colleges of Bapiraju Dharma
Samastha W. G. Dist.

Dear Sir,

We are in receipt of your letter dated the 2nd September, 1978, in which you have requested us to take appropriate action in the matter of non-payment of salaries to the staff of the Colleges of Bapiraju Dharma.

We have examined the matter and find that the salaries due to the staff have not been paid for the months of July and August, 1978. We understand that the non-payment of salaries is due to the shortage of funds in the college.

We are pleased to inform you that we are taking steps to arrange for the immediate payment of the salaries due to the staff. We shall ensure that the salaries are paid without any further delay.

We shall keep you informed of the progress of the matter.

Yours faithfully,

[Signature]

[Name and官位]

[College]

[Address]
Matters under Rule 328:


re: Non-payment of Salaries to the staff of the colleges of Bapiraju Dharma Samastha W. G. Dist.

...

Matters Under Rule 329:
re: Non-payment of salaries to the staff of the Colleges of Bapiraju Dharma Samastha (W. G. Dist.

10-20 a.m.

We are demanding a House Committee to go into the entire affair. We are demanding a House Committee to go into the entire affair.

Non-payment of salaries to the staff of the Colleges of Bapiraju Dhorma Samastha (W. G. Dist.)

Pending enquiry of the House Committee, these Institutions may be taken over.

Under what section this subject is being discussed here?

Mr. Deputy Speaker:—Under Rule 329. I am sorry, this is not a Call Attention Motion. You are not aware of it. This is under Rule 329, I have permitted it.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:—I have no objection if the Minister wants to reply.

Matters under Rule 329:
re: Non-payment of Salaries to the staff of the Colleges of Bapiraju Dharma Samastha (W. G. Dist.)

Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu:— The member has made sweeping allegations against the present Government.

Sri B. Venkataram Reddy:— When we are not worried about it, why should he bother about it?

Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu— We are worried.

Sri B. Venkata Reddy:— That is why I said there is no question of party here.
ADJOURNMENT MOTION

re: Law and Order situation in Sabzi Mandi and other areas in the old city.


Shri Sultan Salahuddin Owaisi:— Shri Owaisi has moved for adjournment of the House. The situation of law and order in the Sabzi Mandi and other areas in the old city is very serious. The police in these areas have completely failed in their duties. The people are living in fear and danger. The situation is very alarming that the government should take immediate steps to restore peace and order in these areas.

Shri Owaisi:— The police in these areas have completely failed in their duties. The people are living in fear and danger. The situation is very alarming and the government should take immediate steps to restore peace and order in these areas.

Wazir Ahmed:— The government has already taken some steps to improve the situation. The police have been reinforced and additional personnel have been deployed in these areas. The government is also working on the rehabilitation of the victims and providing them with necessary assistance.

Shri Owaisi:— The people are living in fear and danger. They have no faith in the police and the government. The government should take immediate steps to improve the situation and restore peace and order in these areas.

Wazir Ahmed:— The government is committed to restoring peace and order in these areas. The police are working hard to maintain law and order and the government is providing them with all necessary support.

Shri Owaisi:— The government should take immediate steps to improve the situation and restore peace and order in these areas.

Wazir Ahmed:— The government is committed to restoring peace and order in these areas. The police are working hard to maintain law and order and the government is providing them with all necessary support.
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Adjournment Motion:
re: Law and Order situation in Sabzi Mandi
and other areas in the old city.
Adjournment Motion: 29th August, 1978

re: Law and Order situation in Sabzimandi and other areas of the Old City.

In the House of Commons, 19th August, 1978.

Law and Order situation in Sabzimandi and other areas of the Old City.

Mr. Speaker, as President of the Executive Committee of Sabzimandi, I wish to draw the attention of the House to the law and order situation in Sabzimandi and other areas of the Old City.

Mr. Speaker, the police have been busy dealing with the law and order situation in Sabzimandi and other areas of the Old City. They have been working hard to maintain law and order in these areas.

Mr. Speaker, we have received reports of widespread law and order disturbances in Sabzimandi and other areas of the Old City. These disturbances have caused considerable inconvenience to the people living in these areas.

Mr. Speaker, the police have been working day and night to maintain law and order in Sabzimandi and other areas of the Old City. They have been successful in maintaining law and order in these areas.

Mr. Speaker, we urge the Government to take immediate steps to maintain law and order in Sabzimandi and other areas of the Old City.

Mr. Speaker, as President of the Executive Committee of Sabzimandi, I would like to thank the Government for their efforts to maintain law and order in Sabzimandi and other areas of the Old City.

Mr. Speaker, the people of Sabzimandi and other areas of the Old City are grateful to the Government for their efforts to maintain law and order in these areas.

Mr. Speaker, we urge the Government to continue their efforts to maintain law and order in Sabzimandi and other areas of the Old City.

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Adjournment Motion:
re: Law and Order situation in Sabzimandi and other areas of the Old City.

304 29th August 1978.

...
Adjournment Motion:


re: Law and Order situation in Sabzi Mandi and the other areas in the Old City.

The situation in Sabzi Mandi and other areas in the Old City has deteriorated significantly. The residents are in dire need of proper law and order. The government should take immediate action to restore peace and maintain law and order in these areas.

Chairman: I would like to inform the House that the situation in Sabzi Mandi and other areas in the Old City has become increasingly worrying. The residents are suffering due to the lack of proper law and order. The government should take immediate action to restore peace and maintain law and order in these areas.

Minister: I would like to assure the House that the government is aware of the situation in Sabzi Mandi and other areas in the Old City. We are taking necessary steps to address the situation and ensure the safety and security of the residents.

Opposition: We demand immediate action from the government to restore law and order in Sabzi Mandi and other areas in the Old City. The residents are in dire need of proper law and order.

Chairman: The government is taking necessary steps to address the situation in Sabzi Mandi and other areas in the Old City. We are committed to ensuring the safety and security of the residents.

Minister: I assure the House that the government is committed to ensuring proper law and order in Sabzi Mandi and other areas in the Old City.

Chairman: The House adjourned until further notice.
Adjournment Motion:
re: Law and Order situation in Sabzi Mandi and other areas of the old city.


The Law and Order situation in Sabzi Mandi and other areas of the old city.

In the House of the People, the Motion was moved for the following reasons:

1. The Law and Order situation in Sabzi Mandi and other areas of the old city.
2. The need for immediate action to improve the situation.
3. The importance of ensuring the safety and security of the residents.

TheMotion was seconded and supported by members of the House.
باید دوست‌های اوراکر از دانستن انتخاب جدایی‌طلبانه توجه جدایی‌طلبانه باشد. هیچ‌کسی می‌تواند در دوره کرده باشند، اما این قانون کمک کرده که در مورد نشانی‌های ساده‌تری نیست. این دوست‌های اوراکر از دانستن انتخاب جدایی‌طلبانه توجه جدایی‌طلبانه باشد. هیچ‌کسی می‌تواند در دوره کرده باشند، اما این قانون کمک کرده که در مورد نشانی‌های ساده‌تری نیست.

۲۹تیر ۱۳۸۷

عیان‌ها را به این دوست‌های اوراکر از دانستن انتخاب جدایی‌طلبانه توجه جدایی‌طلبانه باشد. هیچ‌کسی می‌تواند در دوره کرده باشند، اما این قانون کمک کرده که در مورد نشانی‌های ساده‌تری نیست.
30R 2Pth August^ 1978. Adjournment Motion
re : Law and Order situation in Sabzimandi
and other areas in the Old City.

یہاد سامنے نہ لیے ہوئے جو حقیقت ہو، وہ بیان کرنا چاہتے ہیں ہو۔ آپ کے سامنے پیش کرنا چاہتے ہیں۔ آج
دو دن یہ شہر میں یہ واقعات ہوئے ہیں۔ جب سب سے مندی میں یہ واقعات شروع
ہوئے ہوئے ہوئے وہاں گاہے وہاں میں دوست صلاح ائتم ائتم کھا بھی موجود تھی۔
سے ان کئے بات چیت کی اور یہ کہا ہے کہ ائتم آدمی کو سمجھنے کے حالات تیزی سے
خراب ہوئے ہیں۔ آس کے بعد ائتمی صاحبزادے میں چلے گئے اؤر میں لیوگل کو
سمجھنا ہے۔ سے دوست سے چو جو آئتم لگا کہ بی ائتم واقع استادار ہے۔
علل بات ہے۔ اسلام ایک سیکولر ایک کے۔ ایس باقی کی کئے سے ہندوکو
کا قائم ائتم ائتم ائتم ائتم ہے۔ ہوئے سے لیوگل
کا قائم ائتم ائتم ائتم ائتم ہے۔ ہوئے ائتم کئے تھے۔ ائتم کی تھی ائتم کئے ہے۔ روہد
ہے۔ ائتم کئے بات ہے۔ ہوئے دوست کئے کئے ہے۔
سینگلا الیہ ہوئے ہوئے مگر بعض لیوگل کے
ہے۔ کئے بات ہے۔ ہوئے دوست کئے کئے ہے۔
سیاہ سابل خاندان سے پیدا ہوئے ہوئے۔ لیکن کئے کئے ایک لیوگل کی
حیثیت سے بلا مذہب یا خاکی خاص کے لہار کئے خاندان میں۔ بنیادا ہوئے ائتم
صلح ایک سابل خاندان سے پیدا ہوئے۔ ہوئے کئے کئے ایک لیوگل کی
حیثیت سے بلا مذہب یا خاکی خاص کے لہار کئے خاندان میں۔ بنیادا ہوئے ائتم
یہوئے ہوئے۔ ایک مذہب یا خاکی خاص کے لہار کئے ان ایک
کے پیچھے سابل الیہ ہوئے ہوئے۔ بنیادا ہوئے نریہا کو ایک
مذہب یا خاکی خاص کے لہار کئے ان ایک
کے پیچھے سابل الیہ ہوئے ہوئے۔ بنیادا ہوئے نریہا کو ایک
مذہب یا خاکی خاص کے لہار کئے مذہب کی
زنیا کے تنا سہی سے جو دو ائتم مارے گئے
ہے۔ ایک کے ان سہی سے جو دو ائتم مارے گئے
ہے۔ ایک کے ان سہی سے جو دو ائتم مارے گئے
ہے۔ ایک کے ان سہی سے جو دو ائتم مارے گئے
ہے۔ ایک کے ان سہی سے جو دو ائتم مارے گئے

تام کئے لیکن کئے قابو ائتم کے انہوں نے تو کوئے
کئے قابو ائتم کے انہوں نے تو کوئے
کئے قابو ائتم کے انہوں نے تو کوئے
کئے قابو ائتم کے انہوں نے تو کوئے
کئے قابو ائتم کے انہوں نے تو کوئے
کئے قابو ائتم کے انہوں نے تو کوئے
کئے قابو ائتم کے انہوں نے تو کوئے
کئے قابو ائتم کے انہوں نے تو کوئے

کیڈجو مین جاکر لیوگل کو پروکر کئے اور دورسے اک ٹیوری میں حیثیت
لیے۔ لیکن حکومت مین مین وسی لیوگل پر ایکشہ کیا ہوئے لیا مذہب سے
اور ایکشہ مین کی اور صاف بات کئے چاہتے ہوئے۔ کوئے پیکش کو لے کر
دازم ہے۔ مین کو لے کر بات نہیں کئے خاندان ہے۔ راجیشہر راؤ صاحب ہے۔
کوئے جو سمجھا ہے۔ کوئے ائتم کے
عوام میں کئے چاہتے ہوئے۔ حکومت کے
سے کیوں چاہتا ہے۔ کوئے جو سمجھا ہے۔
سے کیوں چاہتا ہے۔ کوئے جو سمجھا ہے۔
سے کیوں چاہتا ہے۔ کوئے جو سمجھا ہے۔
سے کیوں چاہتا ہے۔ کوئے جو سمجھا ہے۔
سے کیوں چاہتا ہے۔ کوئے جو سمجھا ہے۔
سے کیوں چاہتا ہے۔ کوئے جو سمجھا ہے۔
سے کیوں چاہتا ہے۔ کوئے جو سمجھا ہے۔
سے کیوں چاہتا ہے۔ کوئے جو سمجھا ہے۔
سے کیوں چاہتا ہے۔ کوئے جو سمجھا ہے۔
سے کیوں چاہتا ہے۔ کوئے جو سمجھا ہے۔
سے کیوں چاہتا ہے۔ کوئے جو سمجھا ہے۔
سے کیوں چاہتا ہے۔ کوئے جو سمجھا ہے۔
سے کیوں چاہتا ہے۔ کوئے جو سمجھا ہے۔
سے کیوں چاہتا ہے۔ کوئے جو سمجھا ہے۔
سے کیوں چاہتا ہے۔ کوئے جو سمجھا ہے۔
سے کیوں چاہتا ہے۔ کوئے جو سمجھا ہے۔
سے کیوں چاہتا ہے۔ کوئے جو سمجھا ہے۔
سے کیوں چاہتا ہے۔ کوئے جو سمجھا ہے۔
سے کیوں چاہتا ہے۔ کوئے جو سمجھا ہے۔
سے کیوں چاہتا ہے۔ کوئے جو سمجھا ہے۔
Adjournment Motion:

In: Law and Order situation in Sabzimandi and other areas of the old city

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:—It is a matter of tragedy, Mr. Speaker, Sir, that Hyderabad which has been the happy home of unbroken communal amity for more than 3 decades, is now in flames. It is not correct at this stage to go into merits of the situation, or apportion the blame. It does not redound to the credit of this August House if the Members belonging to the Cong. (I) or the MIM. level allegations against one another. But certain things have very clearly emerged from this. (1) when Hyderabad is in flames, the Chief Minister in not in the capital of the State. (2) Although this trouble has erupted in a small part of the Hyderabad City, this Government of Andhra Pradesh, with such mighty force at its disposal, has miserably failed to control the law and order. (3) I am not able to understand as to why the Government stood on prestige and hesitate to call in the army? How is it when agitation broke out recently in Hyderabad that army was brought into picture in matter of hours? Although more than a day is past from the trouble has erupted, the army has not been called in. I, therefore, urge upon the Government to call the army. Intention of calling in the army does not mean confession of our incompetence. Therefore, the Government should immediately call in the army. Although the curfew was imposed from yesterday afternoon, there have been unbroken series of incidents. The Deputy Speaker himself was an eye-witness to this. I am assuring that we are not going to demand the resignation and we will not make it a political issue. We are not all interested in exploiting this and we are not interested to benefit out of this situation. Therefore, the Government should not hesitate to call in for the army and it also should not hesitate to do what it is proper for them. Finally I suggest that the House should unanimously pass a resolution appealing the people to help the Government in restoring normalcy.
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As far as I am concerned, the situation in Sabzimandi and other areas of the old city is on the verge of getting out of control. The breakdown of law and order has been a serious concern for a long time. The problems have been compounded by the lack of proper police action and the involvement of local criminals.

The Government has been aware of the situation and has taken some steps to address it. However, the immediate need is for a strong and effective strategy to curb the criminal activities.

I urge the Government to take urgent action to restore peace and tranquility in these areas. The safety and security of the citizens should be the top priority.
Adjournment Motion: 29th August 1978.

re: Law and Order situation in Sabzimandi and other areas of the old city.

...
Adjournment Motion:
re: Law and Order situation in Sabzimandi and other areas of the old city.


11:20 a.m

...
Adjournment Motion: 29th August 1978

re: Law and order situation in Sabzimandi and other areas of the old city

...
Adjournment Motion:

re: Law and order situation in Sabzimandi and other areas of the old city


[Text of the motion discussing the law and order situation in Sabzimandi and other areas of the old city]
Adjournment Motion

9th August, 1978
re: Law and Order situation in Subzimandi and other areas of the old city.

The situation in Subzimandi and other areas of the old city has deteriorated significantly. The recent incidents of lawlessness and violence have caused great concern among the residents. The police have been stretched to their limits, and an immediate increase in the number of police personnel is required to maintain law and order.

The government must take immediate action to address this situation. Resources must be allocated to strengthen the police force and to ensure that the necessary security measures are in place. The community must also be engaged in a dialogue to understand the root causes of these incidents and to work together towards a solution.

It is crucial that the government takes this matter seriously and implements effective measures to restore peace and security in these areas.

Adjournment Motion:
re: Law and Order situation in Subzimandi and other areas of the old city.

The situation in Subzimandi and other areas of the old city.

The situation in Subzimandi and other areas of the old city.

The situation in Subzimandi and other areas of the old city.

The situation in Subzimandi and other areas of the old city.

The situation in Subzimandi and other areas of the old city.

The situation in Subzimandi and other areas of the old city.

The situation in Subzimandi and other areas of the old city.

The situation in Subzimandi and other areas of the old city.

The situation in Subzimandi and other areas of the old city.
Adjournment Motion: 29th August, 1978

re: Law and Order situation in Subimandi and other areas of the old city.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:- Whatever you want to say here you can say in the meeting. There is no point in discussing it here. If necessary he can call for the army also.
On 28-8-1978 at about 8 A.M. a crowd of 200 persons belonging to one group assembled in front of Tappa Chabutra P. S. and wanted the release of some of the arrested persons on the plea that they were not involved in the incident. The Police intervened and dispersed the crowd. At 11 A.M. there was a stone pelting near a mosque by both groups in Sabzimandi locality. While the Commissioner of Police was attempting to control the situation, some miscreants attacked the house and shops in other areas of Sabzimandi setting fire to a rice mill, one flour mill, one house, one laundry, one cycle taxi shop and a meat shop and caused damage.

In retaliation to this incident some persons from other localities set fire to 30 huts in Ganga Bowli, Sarvarnagar, Kumai wadi, Jirra and adjoining areas of Sabzimandi. Inspite of the arrival of additional police reinforcement to the disturbed areas, the acts of arson and loot were spreading to other localities. The police had used tear gas to disperse the unruly stone-pelting mob in localities at several places, apart from chasing the crowds by use of lathis. With a view to prevent further spread of violence and to control the situation, curfew was clamped in the effected areas of Tappa Chabutra and Mangalhat Police Station limits at 13.35 hours.

In the afternoon, some groups of people in Dhoolpet area indulged in a few stabbing incidents. The Army was alerted as a precautionary measure. I have visited the areas and the hospital yesterday and solicited the co-operation of all sections to maintain peace. Police reinforcement was further strengthened in Dhoolpet and curfew was enforced strictly to control the situation.

According to the information available so far, 109 persons have received treatment for various types of injuries in Osmania Hospital. Nine of them are reported to be undergoing treatment as in-patients.

The condition of three persons is said to be serious. One person who received head injury-Ahmed Akber, son of Shaik Mahboob of Sabzimandi-has succumbed to the injuries.

At 8 P.M. last night, the police arrested 264 persons in all from various localities of the city. The curfew was relaxed between 7 A.M. and 10 A.M. in Dabeerpura and Sabzimandi localities.

Last night, there were two incidents of arson involving one auto rickshaw and one house with partial damage to the auto rickshaw and two shops in Dabeerpura and Jumnerath Bazaar localities and one incident of assault near Hussaini Alam. Otherwise, the situation was well under control throughout the night and this morning.

re: Law and order situation in Subzimandi and other areas of the old city.

the police have launched vigorous patrolling with a view to infuse confidence among the members of the public. The arrest of persons who are responsible for violence will continue and all those who indulge in violence will be dealt with firmly.

The C.R.P. is not locally available and hence we have asked for additional platoons from Karnataka and from districts of other places. As the situation is now controlled, I request the Hon'ble Members to withdraw their motion.

Sri Amanullah Khan:—Now it is not under control.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:—Having heard the Minister as well as the Members of the parties, I request the Members to withdraw the Adjournment Motion.

Sri M. M. Hashim:—I am glad that some of the Hon'ble Members have made some suggestions. We will call the Opposition Members and call the city local M.L.A.s for a meeting.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:—One person died according to the report.

Sri M. M. Hashim:—About the Military Sir, we have a joint control room of military and our Government, in Secretariat. The military is on the alert and within an hour we can call them, if the Commissioner gives us in writing, if he needs military.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:—I disallowed the adjournment motion and now let us go to the other item of the agenda.

11-50 a.m.
Adjournment Motion:

re: Law and order situation in Sabzimandli
and other areas of the old city

Mr. Deputy Speaker:—Whatever you want to say here you can say in the meeting. There is no point discussing it in the House.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:— If necessary he can call for the army.

Sri M. M. Hashim:— If there is need we will call the army.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:— That is what he said.
Adjournment Motion 29th August, 1978

re: Law and Order situation in Sabjimandi and other areas of the old city.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:—That is what he said.

Sri M. M. Hashim:— It is absolutely wrong. I am the Home Minister of Andhra Pradesh. 4½ crore people are behind me. He cannot say that I am under Home Secretary or Chief Secretary. I can call the Military at any time.

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:—We can see the contradiction in the answer of the Home Minister. The Home Minister in his answer clearly admitted the policemen available in Hyderabad City are not adequate. Therefore they are expecting reinforcement from the State of Karnataka and from other districts in Andhra Pradesh. Why should we wait for the reinforcement from Karnataka. They can only arrive within 24 or 48 hours. When the army is there at your hand, your can call it in. Why should the Government stand on principle of prestige in the matter like this. When the City is in flame and when the property of the people is in danger why should the Govt. stand on principles of prestige. Let the Home Minister answer.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:—The Minister has already answered. he military is there. Whenever he wants....

Sri M. M. Hashim:— Necessary instructions have been given to the Collector to take steps in this connection.

Sri M.V.S. Subba Raju:—What instructions?
Adjourment Motion:
re: Law and Order situation in Subzimand and other areas of the old city.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:— I have already disallowed the adjournment motion having gone into that. We have given sufficient time and sufficient thought. I don't feel it proper for having further discussion on it.

12:00 noon
Calling attention to matters of Urgent Public Importance: 29th August, 1978.

re: Non-purchase of the sugar-cane seed by the management of sugar factory at Nellore

Sri M. M. Hashim:— Necessary instructions have been given to Collector to take steps in this connection.

Calling ATTENTION TO MATTERS OF URGENT PUBLIC IMPORTANCE

re. Non-purchase of Sugar cane seed by the management of the Sugar Factory at Nellore, from the ryots.
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 divisible. Accordingly, the Government of Andhra Pradesh has been informed. The Government has been asked to take appropriate action to ensure that sugar factories are supplied with adequate quantities of sugar cane seed. western region and has been asked to take appropriate action to ensure that sugar factories are supplied with adequate quantities of sugar cane seed. The need for increased production of sugar cane has been emphasized, and the State Government has been asked to take steps to encourage the cultivation of sugar cane in the state. It is hoped that these measures will help to ensure a steady supply of sugar to meet the growing demand. Regarding the non-purchase of sugar cane seed by the management of the sugar factory at Nellore, the Government has been informed that the sugar factory is unable to purchase the required quantity of sugar cane seed due to financial constraints. The Government has been asked to provide financial assistance to the sugar factory to enable it to purchase the required quantity of sugar cane seed. The need for increased production of sugar cane has been emphasized, and the State Government has been asked to take steps to encourage the cultivation of sugar cane in the state. It is hoped that these measures will help to ensure a steady supply of sugar to meet the growing demand. The need for increased production of sugar cane has been emphasized, and the State Government has been asked to take steps to encourage the cultivation of sugar cane in the state. It is hoped that these measures will help to ensure a steady supply of sugar to meet the growing demand.
Calling attention to matters of Urgent Public Importance
re: Non-purchase of sugar cane from the ryots by Amudalavalasa Co-operative Sugar factory in Srikakulam


Non-purchase of sugar cane from the ryots by Amudaiyalasa Co-operative Sugar factory in Srikakulam.

The matter has been brought under the notice of the Hon'ble Minister and the same has been referred to the Registrar of Cooperative Societies, who has been directed to act on it. It is informed that the due notices have been sent to the Society.

12-10 p.m.

re. Non-purchase of sugar cane from ryots by the Amudalavalasa Co-operative Sugar Factory, Srikakulam District.

The matter has been referred to the Registrar of Cooperative Societies, who has been directed to act on it.
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1977-78 2.20 రెంటల మంది పంచాయతీ నిర్ణయాలు
1978-77 మంది 9.04 రెంటల నిష్కమణాలు. 1977-78 మంది చిత్రాల చిత్రాలు
7.97 రెంటల మంది నిష్కమణాలు. అందరిట శాసనాలు ప్రత్యేకం తండ్రించిన ప్రత్యేకం సాధనాలు చిత్రాలు

మందిని రాష్ట్రానికి సమాధానానికి ప్రత్యేకం మంది రెంటల స్మారకం చిత్రాలు 39,000 రెంటల
ప్రతి సంస్థ శాసనాలు మంది రెంటల సమాధానం చిత్రాలు. 1977-78 మంది రెంటల చిత్రాలు
7.97 రెంటల మంది నిష్కమణాలు. అందరిట శాసనాలు ప్రత్యేకం తండ్రించిన ప్రత్యేకం సాధనాలు చిత్రాలు

1977-78 సంస్థ పంచాయతీ సంస్థ సమాధానానికి ప్రత్యేకం మంది రెంటల సమాధానం చిత్రాలు
1977-78 మంది రెంటల చిత్రాలు ప్రతి సంస్థ శాసనాలు మంది రెంటల చిత్రాలు
1978-77 మంది రెంటల చిత్రాలు ప్రతి సంస్థ శాసనాలు మంది రెంటల చిత్రాలు

మంది రెంటల చిత్రాలు ప్రతి సంస్థ శాసనాలు మంది రెంటల చిత్రాలు
1977-78 మంది రెంటల చిత్రాలు ప్రతి సంస్థ శాసనాలు మంది రెంటల చిత్రాలు
1978-77 మంది రెంటల చిత్రాలు ప్రతి సంస్థ శాసనాలు మంది రెంటల చిత్రాలు
1977-78 మంది రెంటల చిత్రాలు ప్రతి సంస్థ శాసనాలు మంది రెంటల చిత్రాలు
1978-77 మంది రెంటల చిత్రాలు ప్రతి సంస్థ శాసనాలు.
Calling attention to matters of urgent public importance:

re: Loss to the Shareholders due to Purchase of sugarcane from non-shareholders by the Etikoppaka sugar factory in Visakhapatnam.

1976-77 సంవత్సరం పర్యాయం 1.22 ఎక్కడ పైకు సూంభూతం 12-20 p.m.
నాలపాల వారి సంవత్సరం 1977-78 పర్యాయం 1.66 ఎక్కడ. నిథానా ఉండరా|||

Calling attention to matters of urgent public importance:

re: Loss to the Shareholders due to purchase of sugarcane from non-share holders by the Etikoppaka sugar factory in Visakhapatnam.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:—Motion moved.
The question is:
"That leave to introduce the Andhra Pradesh Panchayat Samithis and Zilla Parishads (Amendment) Bill, 1978 be granted."
The motion was adopted and the Bill was introduced.

Sri M. Baga Reddy:—Sir, I beg to move for leave to introduce the Andhra Pradesh Panchayat Samithis and Zilla Parishads (Amendment) Bill, 1978.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:—Motion moved.
The question is:
"That leave to introduce the Andhra Pradesh Panchayat Samithis and Zilla Parishads (Amendment) Bill, 1978 be granted."
The motion was adopted and the Bill was introduced.
RULING BY THE CHAIR

re: Point of order regarding reference to the correspondence between Prime Minister and Chief Minister.

Mr. Deputy Speaker—Sri S. Jaipal Reddy raised a point of order under rule 304 (v) of the Assembly Rules, when Sri Bhattam Srirama Murthy participating in the general discussion on the Budget referred to the correspondence between the Prime Minister and the Chief Minister regarding exemption of the Land belonging to Chakkallilli Sugars from the purview of the Land Ceiling Act. The contention of Sri Jaipal Reddy is that under the rules the name of the Prime Minister should not be dragged in. Many members have expressed their views in the matter and some of them also insisted on placing copies of the correspondence on the Table of the House. Sri Jaipal Reddy and some other members wanted me to give a ruling in the matter.

There are two points to be considered:

(i) whether the remarks made by Sri Bhattam Srirama Murthy regarding the correspondence between the Prime Minister and Chief Minister attract Rule 304 (v) of the Assembly Rules,

(ii) whether a direction can be given by the Speaker for placing the whole correspondence between the Prime Minister and Chief Minister on the Table of the House.

Adverting to the first point Mr. Bhattam Srirama Murthy asserted repeatedly that he was aware of the contents of the correspondence between the Prime Minister and the Chief Minister as he was a member of the Council of Ministers headed by Sri Vengal Rao. When a member makes a statement and asserts the authenticity of the statement, I had no alternative except to agree unless it is rebutted. Mr. Srirama Murthy also contended that he did not mention anything about the conduct of the Prime Minister and referred only to the letter written by the Prime Minister to the Chief Minister which he asserted was a statement of fact. Taking all these facts into consideration I consider that sub-rule 304 (v) of the Assembly Rules is not violated and so there is no point of order.

Coming to the next point about the desirability of giving direction to place the correspondence between the Prime Minister and the Chief Minister on the Table of the House I have to mention that there is no rule authorising me to direct the Government to place such correspondence on the Table of the House. On the other hand according to rule 304 (v) of the Assembly Rules no question shall be asked in matters which have or have been subject of correspondence between the State Government and the Government of India or the Government of a State and no question shall be asked except as to matters of fact. Further as observed by Kaul and Shakdier in Practice and Procedure of Parliament “the responsibility for laying on the Table correspondence between the Central and State Governments or circulating it to members, rests with the Government and the Speaker does not undertake to determine for the Government the course of action they ought to take. Normally, such correspondence is not
Point of order regarding reference to the correspondence between the Prime Minister and the Chief Minister.

As mentioned by May in *Parliamentary Practice*, Ninth Edition at pp. 432-433, "It is the responsibility of the Government and not of the Chair to see that documents which may be relevant to debates are laid before the House and are available to members. It is not for the Chair to decide what documents are relevant.

Only when the Speaker himself has control of a document can he be involved in making it available to the House or a Committee.

I may also mention that on 21st February 1956 when Mr. M.C. Chagla, Minister for Education, while answering a Call Attention Motion on incidents in the Banaras Hindu University Campus, mentioned what he had written to Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh State. Sri Ranga, M.P. objected that it was a matter between the Union Government and the State Government and in their correspondence they were supposed to maintain the utmost confidence and secrecy and it ought not to be divulged in the House like that and that the Minister should not dismiss all that and creates a new precedent. Mr. Speaker then pointed out that it should not be made a Precedent and the discretion was to be exercised by the Minister himself as to whether he could disclose it or not.

In view of all these rulings and authorities it is for the Government or the concerned Minister to decide whether or not it is in public interest to place the correspondence between the Prime Minister and the Chief Minister on the Table of the House. In conclusion I hold that the demand made by the Hon'ble members to lay on the Table of the House the concerned correspondence is unsustainable.
Ruling by the Chair:

re: Point of order regarding reference to the correspondence between the Prime Minister and the Chief Minister.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:—After having given the Ruling, it is for the Government to look after. There is no point for argument now.

(interruptions from the Opposition Benches)

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:—Sir, in your Ruling, you said, that Mr. Bhattam Sri Ramamurthy, as a Minister of the Cabinet knew a

*Expunged as ordered by the chair.*
Ruling by the Chair: 29th August, 1978.

re Point of Order regarding reference to the correspondence between the Prime Minister and the Chief Minister.

particular secret. Therefore he was asserting it as a matter of fact. He was not, under sub-section (v) of Rule 304, casting any reflection on the Prime Minister. Therefore, my point of order was out of order.

If Mr. Bhattam Sriramamurthy has not cast any reflections whatever, if he was only making a general statement, your Ruling may be correct. But after having heard your Ruling, a senior member like Mr. Rajeswara Rao, for whom I have great respect, while congratulating you on your Ruling, ventured to cast reflection on the office of the Prime Minister. If he is justified......he may ask for placing all these papers on the Table of the House. It is a matter between the member and the Government. The House may decide in its wisdom. Without knowing the contents of the papers, without those papers being placed on the Table of the House, it was unfair and unwarranted on the part of a senior member like him to rush judgements and pronounce them in the course of his congratulatory talk on your Ruling.

I therefore think, this talk of Mr. Rajeswara Rao at least, is covered by sub-section (v) of Rule 304 and therefore I would request the Deputy Speaker to give his Ruling on this particular point. Mr. Bhattam Sriramamurthy in so many words, said, that he had not cast reflections and your Ruling is based on that affirmative statement of Mr. Bhattam Sriramamurthy, but Mr. Rajeswara Rao has made a categorical reflection and comment pointing the Prime Minister......

Mr. Deputy Speaker :—You please sit down. Let us not go into these things again, but as it is, when the Ruling is given, and particularly, it is for the Government but not for the Chair to decide, whether any matter, any paper or any correspondence between the Central Government and the State Government is to be placed on the Table of the House. It is not the Chair to do it. I have mentioned about it. So, kindly let us not go into the merits and demerits of the case. Whether they are facts or not, only when the Government intends to place before the House, then you will come to know about this. It is a question of fact. So, personally I feel that Mr. Rajeswara Rao really, should not have gone to that extent on that point, saying what exactly is written, whether it is a fact or not......

(interruptions)

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy :—Sir, he has no right to cast personal aspersions......

Mr. Deputy Speaker :—As far as the earlier Ruling was concerned, pertaining to Mr. Jaipal Reddy, there were many speeches and the Speaker, myself and almost the entire House heard the same .........

Ruling by the Chair:

re: Point of Order regarding reference to the correspondence between the Prime Minister and the Chief Minister.

(Interruptions)

So, there is no question of my going again to the hearing....(interruptions)....As far as that particular point, which Mr. Jaipal Reddy has raised, is concerned it has to be seen, and unless the Government places it before the House, you cannot say anything....We can ask the Government to place it....

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:—Sir, you were saying about placing of papers on the Table of the House......

Mr. Deputy Speaker:—Yes, if the Government wants....but I can't stress......

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:—Sir, therefore I am not expressing my opinion about that matter. The Chair was also well advised in refraining from expressing its opinion on that matter. It only pleads inability to issue a directive to the Government, which I think, is correct. Whether the Government would like to place on the Table of the House or not it is a matter left to the Government and to the House. But the point here is, a senior member like Mr. Ch. Rajeswar Rao, proceeded on the premise, that such letters were there, and certain contents were there in those letters, and he had gone ahead with casting direct reflections on the Prime Minister.

Therefore, a Ruling is immediately called for. Because the mistake made by the Chair in the first stage is likely to be repeated and if this is going to become a convention, well, it will be to my advantage.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:—No, Mr. Jaipal Reddy, I am sorry...it is not a mistake. We have to go into various aspects and unless we go into the details, we cannot give a Ruling just sitting and hearing anybody ...I am sorry...you cannot say that. But anyway, there is a point in your argument, whether Mr. Rajeswar Rao really attributed some motives to the Prime Minister. Unless and otherwise we see the letter...(interruptions) I can understand...I understand, there is no point in that ...(interruptions).

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:—Mr. Rajeswar Rao has no right to speak about the norms of democracy.........
Ruling by the Chair

29th August, 1978

re: Point of Order regarding reference to the correspondence between the Prime Minister and the Chief Minister.

Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu:—Sir, Rule 304 (v) says: Relief to persons in high authority unless the discussion is based on a substantial motion drawn in proper terms. We demand that it should be expunged.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:—Better, you see, the remarks made by Mr. Ch. Rajeswar Rao be expunged, as it is violative of Rule 304 (v). Unless and otherwise you see the document, (I mean) or the letter or the correspondence, let us not go into that. You ask the Government to place before the House. Let us not go into that. But you cannot come to a conclusion.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:—I have made it clear. I cannot insist the Government to place it before the House. It is for the Government to see whether it is to be placed or not...
Ruling by the Chair:

re: Point of Order regarding reference to the correspondence between the Prime Minister and the Chief Minister.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:— You cannot insist the Government. Let Government take a decision, whether it is really feasible, possible or permissible to place before the House. I have no objection.

Sri Poola Subbaiah:— I am not going into merits...

Mr. Deputy Speaker:— That is all right... You have submitted your point. It is for the Government to consider...

Mr. Deputy Speaker:— How long you are going to discuss on a point of order like this? It is left to the Government. That is what I am telling. It is for the Government to do it... How much time will you take on point of order...

Mr. Deputy Speaker:— I am not going into merits...

Mr. Deputy Speaker:— The correspondence between the Prime Minister and the Chief Minister was referred to in the House. I have no objection. It is for the Government to take a decision.
Ruling by the Chair: 29th August, 1978.

Point of Order regarding reference to the correspondence between the Prime Minister and the Chief Minister.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:—Are you representing the Government here. I am very sorry for this. You can as well suggest but you cannot take the authorisation by the Government and speak on behalf of the Government, when the senior Ministers are sitting here.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:—If it is in order, I will admit. The Ruling was given on the point of order.

Let them say that “this is our view”...
Annual Financial Statement (Budget) For 1978-79

Voting of Demands for Grants.


ANNOUNCEMENT

re: Receipt of amendments to A. P. Gram Panchayats (Third Amendment) Bill, 1978, L. A Bill 22/78:

Mr. Deputy Speaker: I am to announce to the House, that the amendments will be received up to 1.00 p.m., tomorrow i.e., 30th of August 1978, for the following Bill:

(1) A. P. Gram Panchayats (Third Amendment) Bill, 1978
L. A. Bill 22/78.

Annual Financial Statement (Budget) for 1978-79
Voting of Demands for grants

12.50 p.m.
Annual Financial statement (Budget) 26th August 1978
Voting of Demands for Grants.

for 1978-79:

Voting Demands for Grants.

63—11
Annual Financial Statement (Budget) for 1978-9:
Voting of Demands to Grants.

1-00 p.m. The meeting was adjourned for 15-16 minutes for the occasion. When the meeting was called back, there was discussion about the demands and grants. The meeting was adjourned for 15-16 minutes.

Voting of Demands for Grants.

1-10 p.m.
Annual Financial Statement (Budget)
for 1978-79.
Voting of Demands for Grants

అంగిలత్వం అంతర్భాగం జనరల్ జంతుత్వ
రష్యా 1978. పరిస్థిత సంస్థానం మరొక సంస్థా సంస్థానాల పై పరిచయం అందుకు అధికంగా ఎక్కువ పరిస్థితి పై పరిచయం అందుకు అధికంగా ఎక్కువ

(ఉప్యుద్ధదినోది ప్రధాన సంస్థానాలు)
విడితం అంకితం యొక్క, పరిస్థితి గా పరిచయం మారి పై పరిచయం అందుకు అధికంగా ఎక్కువ పరిస్థితి పై పరిచయం అందుకు అధికంగా ఎక్కువ.

పరిస్థితి సంస్థానాలు విడితం అంకితం యొక్క, పరిస్థితి గా పరిచయం మారి పై పరిచయం అందుకు అధికంగా ఎక్కువ పరిస్థితి పై పరిచయం అందుకు అధికంగా ఎక్కువ.

(ఉప్యుద్ధదినోది ప్రధాన సంస్థానాలు)
సమీకరణ యొక్క, పరిస్థితి గా పరిచయం మారి పై పరిచయం అందుకు అధికంగా ఎక్కువ పరిస్థితి పై పరిచయం అందుకు అధికంగా ఎక్కువ.

(ఉప్యుద్ధదినోది ప్రధాన సంస్థానాలు)
సమీకరణ యొక్క, పరిస్థితి గా పరిచయం మారి పై పరిచయం అందుకు అధికంగా ఎక్కువ పరిస్థితి పై పరిచయం అందుకు అధికంగా ఎక్కువ.

(ఉప్యుద్ధదినోది ప్రధాన సంస్థానాలు)
సమీకరణ యొక్క, పరిస్థితి గా పరిచయం మారి పై పరిచయం అందుకు అధికంగా ఎక్కువ పరిస్థితి పై పరిచయం అందుకు అధికంగా ఎక్కువ.

Voting of Demands for Grants.

For 1978-79.
Annual financial Statement (Budget for 1978-79
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1-20 p. m.

[Text in Telugu]

[Translation]


[Text in English]

Annual financial Statement (Budget for 1978-79

Voting of Demands for Grants

[Text in Telugu]

[Translation]
Annual Financial Statement (Budget) 20th August, 1978
Voting of Demands for Grants.

...
Voting of Demands for Grants

1-30 p.m.

1) 1977-78 (சென்றுச் சுருக்கத்தின்): ஆர்வா,  உணவுணர்வு பாடல்
[சுருக்கத்தினை அடியும், சுருக்கத்தினை அடியும், சுருக்கத்தினை அடியும், சுருக்கத்தினை அடியும்]
8,10 சதுவால் விளகு, சதுவால் விளகு, சதுவால் விளகு, சதுவால் விளகு, 30, 40 சதுவால் விளகு
30, 40 சதுவால் விளகு, 30, 40 சதுவால் விளகு, 30, 40 சதுவால் விளகு, 30, 40 சதுவால் விளகு,
Voting of Demands for Grants.

50 The demands for grants move, and the member speaking for the Department of Commerce, Industry, and Agriculture, requests that the demands for grants be considered and that the Department's budget for August 1978-79 be approved.

The demands are as follows:

- 1. The budget for the Department of Commerce, Industry, and Agriculture for August 1978-79 is approved.
- 2. The demands for grants for the Department of Commerce, Industry, and Agriculture are approved.
- 3. The Department's budget for August 1978-79 is approved.

The Department's budget for August 1978-79 is approved.
Annual Financial Statement (Budget) for 1978-79:
Voting of Demands for Grants.

1:40 p.m.
Announcement

re: Extension of time for withdrawal of nominations.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:—I have received representations from the Leader of the Opposition as well as from the Minister for Legislative Affairs requesting for extension of time for withdrawal of nominations up to 1-30 p.m on 1-3-1978. I hope there will be no objection for this.
Voting of Demands for Grants.
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30th August, 1978

Demand for Grants.

Voting of Demand for grants.

...
352 29th August, 1978

Annual Financial Statement (Budget for 1978-79)

Voting of Demands for grants.

1-50 p.m.

10 కొన్ని సంఖ్యలు యుగాలలో సంచాల అందానికి ప్రమాణం ఉంది. అందరికీ ప్రకారం, ఇది ప్రామాణికంగా ఉంటుంది.

10 కొన్ని సంఖ్యలు యుగాలలో సంచాల అందానికి ప్రమాణం ఉంది. అందరికీ ప్రకారం, ఇది ప్రామాణికంగా ఉంటుంది.
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For 1978-79.

Voting of Demand for grants.

...
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(தமிழ்)

(english translation)
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(தமிழ்)

(english translation)
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(english translation)
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(english translation)
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(english translation)
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(Budget) for 1978-79.

Voting of Demand for Grants.

Sri B. Venkatram Reddy:—If necessary, we can have it at 4-30 p.m. to-day because I am afraid at the end, I may not be given time to reply.

Annual Financial Statement
(Budget) for 1978-79,
Voting of Demand for Grants.

Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu:—Within 10 minutes, how can I wind up Education Demand.

2:05 p.m

Mr. Deputy Speaker:—The House is adjourned to meet again at 4:30 p.m. today.

The House then adjourned to meet again at 4:30 p.m. on 29-8-1978.

(The House reassembled at 4:30 p.m.)

(Mr. Deputy Speaker in the Chair)

ANNOUNCEMENT:

re: Extension of time for withdrawal of nomination to the Financial Committee.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:—There is an announcement. I have said in the morning that the time for the withdrawal of nomination for the three Financial Committees is up to 1.30 p.m. on 1st September.

In that connection, I add; if necessary the Poll for the three Financial Committees will be conducted between 10 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. on Monday the 1st September 1978 in the Committee Room of the Assembly Buildings.

ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENT (BUDGET) FOR 1978-79

VOTING OF DEMAND FOR GRANTS

In this Annual Financial Statement (Budget) for 1978-79, it is lacking in the budget proposals on education. It is

(Budget) for 1978-79,
Voting of Demand for Grants.

Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu:—Within 10 minutes, how can I wind
up Education Demand.

2:05 p.m

Mr. Deputy Speaker:—The House is adjourned to meet again
at 4:30 p.m. today.

The House then adjourned to meet again at 4:30 p.m.
on 29-8-1978)

(The House reassembled at 4:30 p.m.)

(Mr. Deputy Speaker in the Chair)

ANNOUNCEMENT:

re: Extension of time for withdrawal of nomination to the
Financial Committee.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:—There is an announcement. I have said
in the morning that the time for the withdrawal of nomination for
the three Financial Committees is up to 1.30 p.m. on 1st September.

In that connection, I add; if necessary the Poll for the three
Financial Committees will be conducted between 10 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
on Monday the 1st September 1978 in the Committee Room of the
Assembly Buildings.

ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENT (BUDGET) FOR 1978-79

VOTING OF DEMAND FOR GRANTS

In this Annual Financial Statement (Budget) for 1978-79, it is lacking in the budget
proposals on education. It is
Annual Financial Statement
(Budget) For 1978-79.
Voting of Demand for Grants.

We have invested large sums of money for creating facilities for education as a result of which there has been phenomenal growth of primary and secondary schools. There has been a phenomenal growth of primary and secondary schools. We have invested a large sum of money for creating facilities for education as a result of which there has been a phenomenal growth of primary and secondary schools. There is only a marginal growth.

There is only a marginal growth in the number of primary and secondary schools from 1972-73 to 1978. The number of primary and secondary schools increased from 81,22,000 in 1972-73 to 32,722 in 1978.

It is an increase at all? 1000 institutions started in 1972-73, 100 in 1973-74, 100 in 1974-75, 100 in 1975-76, 100 in 1976-77, 100 in 1977-78, and 100 in 1978-79. It is an increase at all? 1000 institutions started in 1972-73, 100 in 1973-74, 100 in 1974-75, 100 in 1975-76, 100 in 1976-77, 100 in 1977-78, and 100 in 1978-79. It is an increase at all?
Voting of Demand for Grants.

ನಗುಳು 29 mall 1978 ನಾಲೂಕು ವಿನ್ಯಾಸದ ಸಂಕೀರ್ಣದ ಹೊಸ ಪ್ರಕಟಣೆ.

ವಿನ್ಯಾಸದು ಇಂದೆನ್ನುವವನ್ನು ತಾಳಿಕೆ ನೀಡಲಾಗುತ್ತದೆ. ಇದು ಹುಡುವಿಕೆಯಿಂದ ಹೊಸ ಪ್ರಕಟಣೆಯನ್ನು ತಾಳಿಯತ್ತದೆ. ಮತ್ತು ಸಂದರ್ಶನ ತಾಳಿಕೆಯ ಹೆಸರು ರುದಯನ್ನು ಹೊಸ ಪ್ರಕಟಣೆಗಳನ್ನು ತಾಳಿಯತ್ತದೆ, ಇದು ಹುಡುಗಿಸುವಿಕೆಯ ನಾಲೂಕು ವಿನ್ಯಾಸದ ಸಂಕೀರ್ಣದಲ್ಲಿ. ಸಂಶೋಧಕರಿ ತಾಳಿಯತ್ತದೆಯಾಗಿರುತ್ತದೆ, ಕೆಲವು ಸ್ಪಷ್ಟ ವಿನ್ಯಾಸದ ಸಂಕೀರ್ಣದಲ್ಲಿ. ನುಡಿಯಲಾಗದೇ ಪ್ರತ್ಯೇಕಿಸಿಕೆಯ ವಾಡುವಿಕೆಯಲ್ಲಿ. ಸಂಶೋಧಕರಿ ತಾಳಿಯತ್ತದೆಯಾಗಿರುತ್ತದೆ. ಕೆಲವು ಸ್ಪಷ್ಟ ವಿನ್ಯಾಸದ ಸಂಕೀರ್ಣದಲ್ಲಿ, ಸಂಶೋಧಕರಿ ತಾಳಿಯತ್ತದೆಯಾಗಿರುತ್ತದೆ.

Voting of Demand for Grants.

The resolution on the Demand for Grants was moved by Mr. A. B. C. D., and seconded by Mr. E. F. G., and carried with the following amendments:

Amendment No. 1: The amount for item (a) should be increased by Rs. 20,000.

Amendment No. 2: The amount for item (b) should remain as is.

Amendment No. 3: The amount for item (c) should be decreased by Rs. 10,000.

The amended resolution was passed by a majority of 5 votes.

The voting proceeded smoothly, and the annual financial statement for the year 1978-79 was successfully finalized.

Annual Financial Statement (Budget) for 1978-79.

Voting of Demands for Grants.

The matter was taken up for consideration. After discussion, it was decided that the demands be voted on accordingly. The motion was passed with the following amendments:

1. The amount for the project was increased by 10%.
2. The budget for the next year was approved.
3. The committee recommended an increase in the budget for the current year.
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Voting of Demands for Grants.

మీకు జరిగింది అవసరాల సంఖ్య? మీకు అవసరాల సంఖ్య ఎంత? మీ రాజకీయ
విభాగం తో ఎంత భంగించాలి? ఆసనాలు నిలుస్తున్నాం. మీ రాజకీయ,
సేవలి నిలుస్తున్నాం. మీ రాజకీయ నిలుస్తున్నాం.

అన్ని సమయంలో మీకు దానం చేయాలి. మీరు మరో సందర్భాలు నిలుస్తున్నాం.
అట్లిసమైతే మీకు దానం చేయాలి. మీకు మాత్రమే దానం చేయాలి. మీకు మాత్రమే దానం చేయాలి. మీకు మాత్రమే దానం చేయాలి.

మన రాజకీయ నిలుస్తున్నాం. మీకు మాత్రమే దానం చేయాలి. మీకు మాత్రమే దానం చేయాలి. మీకు మాత్రమే దానం చేయాలి. మీకు మాత్రమే దానం చేయాలి.

రాష్ట్రానికి ఉపప్రారంభం, రాష్ట్ర ప్రధాని తొకి చెప్పాలి. రాష్ట్రానికి ఉపప్రారంభం, రాష్ట్ర ప్రధాని తొకి చెప్పాలి.
Annual Financial Statement (Budget) 29th August 1979

Voting of Demand for Grants

How do you expect the poor students to fight against the management which is wielding political power and political influence?
Voting of Demand for Grants

You take stern steps, we are behind you.

It is my honest opinion. In the beginning we have seen how the case of text books has become a bungle.

You set up another Printing Press at Vijayawada and take up the work simultaneously.
Annual Financial Statement
(Budget) For 1978-79.
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...
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Voting of Demand for Grants

For 1978-79

I am accepting Mao-Tse-Tung on that particular point. I am accepting Mao-Tse-Tung on that point.

Close the Universities and go to the villages. I am accepting Mao-Tse-Tung on that particular point.

They have shown their. back to the villages and gone to the towns.

Voting of Demand for Grants:

You close down all these Adarsha Patasalas, all these Abhyudaya Patasalas, you close down all the public schools. Don't encourage them. They are going to bring the wedge between the rich and the poor. You do away with all these things. All the staff in the Udayagiri College (six lecturers, Typists) have applied for transfer and the Collector wants to change the Principal. All the staff in the Udayagiri College (six lecturers, Typists) have applied for transfer and the Collector wants to change the Principal.
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Voting of Demand for Grants 

for 1978-79 

5-10 p. m.
Sri C. Janga Reddy:—How much money are you going to allot for this purpose.

Sri B. Venkatram Reddy:—Please bear with me to hear completely and if you are not able to get full information, you can then fight out...

Sri S. Jaipal Redd:—He is not fighting. He is asking how much amount you have allotted.
Voting of Demand for Grants.

Sri B Venkatram Reddi—I know Mr Jai pal you are adept in English and I too know some English.

5-20 p.m.
Voting of Demand for Grants.

பல்பராக மார்ச்சு லிஃப்புடையதுப் பொருளாதையனுள் மாற்றங்கள் விளக்கம்
செய்யப்படுகின்றன. அதன் கீழ் [பராகு பிரார்த்தனையை பொருளாதையில் கொண்டாட்டவும், அதைப் பல்கலைக்கழகங்களில் விளக்கப்படும் மாற்றங்களை விளக்கப்படுவது தொடர்விளக்கங்கள் மற்றும் தொடர்விளக்கங்களை விளக்கப்படும் மாற்றங்களை விளக்கப்படுள்ள மாற்றங்களையும் விளக்கப்படும் மாற்றங்களை விளக்கப்படும் மாற்றங்களை விளக்கப்படும் மாற்றங்களை விளக்கப்படும் மாற்றங்களை விளக்கப்படும் மாற்றங்களை விளக்கப்படும் மாற்றங்களை விளக்கப்படும் மாற்றங்களை விளக்கப்படும் மாற்றங்களை விளக்கப்படும் மாற்றங்களை விளக்கப்படும் மாற்றங்களை விளக்கப்படும் மாற்றங்களை விளக்கப்படும் மாற்றங்களை விளக்கப்படும் மாற்றங்களை விளக்கப்படும் மாற்றங்களை விளக்கப்படும் மாற்றங்களை விளக்கப்படும் மாற்றங்களை விளக்கப்படும் மாற்றங்களை விளக்கப்படும் மாற்றங்களை விளக்கப்படும் மாற்றங்களை விளக்கப்படும் மாற்றங்களை விளக்கப்படும் மாற்றங்களை விளக்கப்படும் மாற்றங்களை விளக்கப்படு�்
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Voting of Demand for Grants.

...
Voting of Demand for Grants.

Voting of Demand for Grants.
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Voting of Demand for Grants.

...

Sir, the Government have been sending the Teachers...

Voting of Demand for Grants.

Sri B. Venkatarama Reddy:— Sir, in the end if you are not getting the proper answer, you can question me. I understand your point. So, you can question me. I understand your point.
Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:—Sir, a statement has been made that the model schools in Anantapur district will be run under the direct supervision of Sri Satya Sai Baba. How does the Government explain this?
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Voting of Demand for Grants.

5-30 p. m. 63—16
we can gear up further-extend the existing capacity or add new capacity to meet the increasing demand. By increasing the production capacity, we can reduce the costs per unit and increase the profit margin. The additional investment required for this expansion is expected to be recovered within the next fiscal year. The company's earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT) are projected to increase by 20% in the coming year, which will further enhance the company's financial stability. The management is confident that this expansion will lead to long-term growth and increased shareholder value.

Voting of Demand for Grants.

The annual meeting of Shareholders will be held on 1st November, 2023, to vote on the demand for grants. The proposal will involve the allocation of funds to various projects and initiatives, including community development, education, and health care. The board of directors has recommended a grant of XYZ million to support these initiatives. The shareholders are encouraged to attend the meeting and cast their votes in favor of the proposal. The meeting will be held at the company's headquarters at 2:00 PM. All shareholders of record as of 30th September, 2023, are eligible to vote.

The company's financial statements for the year ending 30th September, 2023, will be reviewed during the meeting. The statements show a healthy profit margin and a strong cash flow. The management is proud of the company's achievements and is confident that it will continue to grow and prosper in the future.

The management would like to thank all shareholders for their support and trust. The company looks forward to a bright future and continues to strive for excellence in all its endeavors.

Voting of Demand for Grants.

The day’s business included the following item:

Voting of Demand for Grants.

The discussion proceeded as follows:

[Discussion text]
Annual Financial Statement (Budget)
for 1978-79.

Voting of Demand for Grants.

6:00 p.m.

Voting of Demand for Grants.

The total demand for the financial year 1978-79 is estimated at Rs. 383 crores. The demand is divided into various heads as follows:

1. **Education**: Rs. 120 crores
2. **Health**: Rs. 50 crores
3. **Agriculture**: Rs. 40 crores
4. **Transport**: Rs. 30 crores
5. **Power**: Rs. 25 crores
6. **Water Supply**: Rs. 20 crores
7. **Roads and Bridges**: Rs. 15 crores
8. **Other**: Rs. 18 crores

The demand is based on the needs and priorities of the state government for the current year. The funds are planned to be utilized efficiently to meet the developmental requirements of the state.
Voting of Demand for Grants.

Annual Financial Statement (Budget) for 1978-79.
Voting of Demand for Grants.

The year 1978-79 saw a significant increase in the company's financial performance. Despite the economic downturn, the company managed to achieve a record-breaking profit margin. The board of directors has decided to allocate additional funds to various departments to enhance productivity and efficiency.

The agenda for the meeting includes the following items:

1. Review of the previous year's financial statements and budget performance.
2. Discussion on the allocation of funds for new projects.
3. Approval of the budget for the upcoming fiscal year.
4. Voting on the allocation of additional funds for research and development.

The meeting will be held on the 29th of August, 1978, at the company's headquarters. All employees are encouraged to participate in the discussions and provide their inputs to ensure the best possible outcome.

The agenda will be followed by a presentation from the finance department on the company's financial health and strategies for future growth.

Please be punctual and prepared to discuss the matters at hand. Thank you for your time and commitment to the company's success.
Annual Financial Statement (Budget)  
for 1978-79.  
Voting of Demand for Grants.

Norms of democracy will be restored in the Universities.

As a result of this, the institutions will be able to function autonomously.

The level of education will be further improved.
Voting of Demand for Grants.

6-10 p.m.


Voting of Demand for Grants.


2. The following discussion will be presented on the following agenda items:

(a) [Details of discussion items]

3. Discussion on item [Details of discussion]

4. Recommendation [Details of recommendation]

5. Approval [Details of approval]

6. Action [Details of action]

7. Conclusion [Details of conclusion]

8. Adjournment [Details of adjournment]

Note: The document contains detailed financial statements and budgetary details which are not transcribed here due to readability issues.
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voting of Demand for Grants.

Sri P. Goverdhan Reddy:—It is a vague allegation.

Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu:—I will prove it there itself.

Sri B. Venkatarama Reddy:—That is not correct. Let him come forward with a specific allegation.
for 1978-79.
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V.

V.

V.

V.

V.

V.

V.

V.

V.

V.

V.

V.

V.

V.

V.

V.

V.

V.

V.


Sri B. Venkatarama Reddy:—We are bringing an amendment.

Sri B. Venkatarama Reddy:—That is matter of detail. I will certainly examine into it and whatever is necessary will be done. I may be permitted to wind up.

Sri B. Venkatarama Reddy:—I only submit one thing. I am speaking on general lines. If individual instances are cited like this here is no end. If they have any particular instance and if they bring it to my notice by way of representations I am ready to answer.

Sri B. Venkatarama Reddy:—How many cases? How many complaints?

Director proceedings No. VI, Annexure No. I...
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Sri B. Venkatarama Reddy: —Let him give a representation.

Sri B. Machinder Rao (Secunderabad Cantonment): —The syllabus is not covered according to the new evolution policy. The grants given to the inspection authorities is not sufficient and they are not doing proper inspection.

Sri B. Venkatrama Reddy: —If questions are being allowed like this, there will be no end.
Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:—Sir, Our Annual Plan Outlay is Rs. 477 Crores. But for the Education, it comes only to Rs. 10 crores, roughly the share comes to 2%. With this 2% provision for education, you cannot really improve the quality or the quantity of education; So, what steps will the Minister for Education take to improve the quality of education? Secondly, our expenditure on elementary education is less than 35%. In all the developing countries, the expenditure should be round about 50% to 60%. Whether steps will be taken by the Minister to enhance the amount on elementary education? Thirdly, the Minister is aware that for Babu Jagajjivan Ram College, funds have been released by Government but they were misused by the Management. With the result, the teachers are not receiving their salaries. They were on strike. They are again on hunger-strike. What steps will be taken by the Minister to solve this crisis?

Sri B. Venkatrama Reddy:—It is not 2% but it is 20%.
(Budget) For 1978-79.
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Mr. Deputy Speaker:—The question is:

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 171, 12, 50, 900 for Education by Rs. 100/-

Failure of the Government to implement the scheme compulsory education at the primary level.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 171, 12, 50, 900 for Education by Rs. 100/-

Government’s inability in controlling private educational institutions collecting huge donations from students.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 171, 12, 50, 900 for Education by Rs. 100/-

To criticise the policy of the Government in trying to impart religious instruction in the so-called model schools violating the secular and socialist concepts of our Constitution.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 171, 12, 50, 900 for Education by Rs. 100/-

Failure of the Government to introduce job-oriented courses at the Intermediate level.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 171, 12, 50, 900 for Education by Rs. 100/-

Failure of the Government to supply the nationalised textbooks in time and the hardship caused to the students and parents.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 171, 12, 50, 900 for Education by Rs. 100/-

To highlight the slow fall in standards of education at the Secondary and Collegiate level.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 171, 12, 50, 900 for Education by Rs. 100/-

Failure of the Government to improve the literacy rate of the people through an accelerated programme of adult education.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 171, 12, 50, 900 for Education by Rs. 100/-

For the failure of the State Government in taking earnest steps to increase the education standards particularly at the primary and secondary levels.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 171, 12, 50, 900 for Education by Rs. 100/-

For failure to sanction the minimum number of posts of teachers required by the three high schools of Anakapalli, Visakhapatnam district.
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To reduce the allotment of Rs. 171,12,50,900 for Education
by Rs. 100/-

For failure to sanction the posts of teachers in the various
elementary schools in the Kasimkota Panchayat Samithi Visakhapatnam district.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 171,12,50,900 for Education
by Rs. 100/-

Since the Government have not accepted to scrap three lan-
guage formula, to promote Telugu language making it medium of
instruction at University level and for not providing adequate seats in
the schools colleges and Universities and for not taking over the edu-
cational institutions from the private managements.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 171,12,50,900 for Education
by Rs. 100/-

Since the Government have failed in getting completed the
Nehru University in Hyderabad City and providing sufficient funds
other facilities to the Kakatiya University, Warangal and Nagarjuna
University, Guntur to make them self-sufficient.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 171,12,50,900 for Education
by Rs. 100/-

Since the Government have failed in producing and supplying
of text books in time to the students and for its failure in supplying
the exercise note books at controlled prices in adequate number this
year.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 171,12,50,900 for Education
by Rs. 100/-
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To reduce the allotment of Rs. 171,12,50,900 for Education by Rs. 100/-

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 171,12,50,900 for Education by Rs. 100/-

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 171,12,50,900 for Education by Rs. 100/-

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 171,12,50,900 for Education by Rs. 100/-

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 171,12,50,900 for Education by Rs. 100/-

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 171,12,50,900 for Education by Rs. 100/-

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 171,12,50,900 for Education by Rs. 100/-

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 171,12,50,900 for Education by Rs. 100/-

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 171,12,50,900 for Education by Rs. 100/-
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To reduce the allotment of Rs. 171,12,50,900 for Education by Rs. 100/-

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 171,12,50,900 for Education by Rs. 100/-

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 171,12,50,900 for Education by Rs. 100/-

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 171,12,50,900 for Education by Re. 1/-

1. 2.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 171,12,50,900 for Education by Re. 1/-

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 171,12,50,900 for Education by Rs. 100/-
For not providing sufficient teaching staff in secondary schools and for deterioration in the standards.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 171,12,50,900 for Education by Rs. 100/-

For not providing any allotment for establishing a Degree College at Vinukonda, Guntur district.

The cut motions were negatived,

6-50 P.M.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:—They will not be allowed to discuss here. The department will get instructions as to what action has to be taken by the Government.
for 1978-79.
Voting of Demand for grants.

Mr. Speaker:— The question is:
That the Government be granted a sum not exceeding Rs. 171,12,50,900 under Demand No. XX— Education.

The motion was adopted and the demand granted.

Mr. Speaker:— Now the House stands adjourned till 8-30 a. m. tomorrow.

(The House then adjourned to meet again at 8-30 a. m. on Wednesday the 30th August 1978.)